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Abstract. 

A new fatigue testing machine capable of 
making ・ experiments under combined alternating 
bending -and torsion with any phase difference has 
been ・ devised and prnved to be satisfactory in ope-， 

ration by the authors. From the test results ob-
tained by experiments carried out on・ some metals 
with the machine, the effect of phase difference on 
the strength of the metals -under combined bending 
and torsion has been made clear. 

I. Introduction. 

Inquiring into various practical cases in which 
machine parts have failed by fatigue, it is ascertained 
that fatigue. failur-e of many important machine 
parts are caused under -combined stress conditions. 
Among the many cases of combined stress, the 
case_ of the combinatio_n of bending -and t~rsion is 
most usually encountered in practice. -It is these-
fore an important matter to investigate _the fatigue 
resistance of various metals under combined alter-
nating bending and torsion. 

The authors have previously carried out ex-
periments on the strength of_ metals under combined 
alternating -bending and torsion<1>. In thos_e ex-
men ts both waves of -bending and torsional -stresses 
were in phase; i.e., those stresses reached their 
maximum and minimum values simul回aneously.
However, in many cases of engineering practice, e. 
g. in crank-shaft, the bending and torsional stresses 
are、notin phase, and so it is incorrect to -apply 
the data obta,ined -from the fatigue tests under coin 
bined stresses in phase to the practical design of 
such cases. We must study the_ effect of phase 

difference upon the fatigue resistance of metals. 
As far as the authors are aw紅 e,no fatigue 

tests have yet been carried out under the combined 
stress conditions with phase difference~. A descrip-
tion has, however, been published of a machine, in-
stalled in the Applied Mechanics Department of 
the University of Gottingen, which will be capable 
of carrying out the fatigue tests un<ler combined 
direct.and shearing stress'with phase differencesc2>. ． 

But no test results carried out with the machine 
under the combined stress conditions with phase 
differences have been reported. 

In the authors'previous experiments mentioned 
above on the fatigue resistance of metals_ under 
combined alternating beriding and torsional stresses 
in phase, the fatigue testing machine used was. that 
specially designed by them. ・ But in that machine 
the combined bending and torsional stresses were 
necessarily in phase, because of its mode of con-
struction. Now the authors have recently devised 
a new machine ・ for testing the combined stress 
(atigue.. It is. applicable for making experi1nents 
under combined bending and torsional stresses with 
an arbitrary_ phase difference and is found satis-
factory both in construction and operation. 

Experiments were made with the new testing 
machine on the four metals: hard steel, mild :Steel, 
cast iron, and duralumin. From the test results, 
the effect of phase differences on the strength of. 
those metals under combined alternating・. bending 
and torsion was made clear experimentally. ・ On 
the. other hand, the authors have recently published 
a ・ paper on a new. criterion for the, strength of 
metals under combined alternating stresses ; in the 
paper the case was discussed in which both direct 
and shear stresses alternate between ・ two equal 
magnitudes of mutually opposite signs 13-nd are not 
in phase, that is quite similar to the case in the 
present paper. By comparing the criterion proposed 
in the previous paper with the results of the-ex-
periments obtained here, it is proved to ・ be satis"' 

factory in application. 

II. Description of the New Fatigue 
Testing Machine. 

(I) General construction{Ij tfte ?11atIli1le. 

The new fatigue testing machine employed for 

the p~esent tests was. specially designed QY the 
authors. Its principle is somewhat. analogous to 
the・ other fatigue testing machines of the Nishihara 
type. The specimen is subjected to repeated stre_sses 
by the inertia force of the fly wheel oscillated by 
crank and eccentric mechanisms, In the machine 

(1) T.. Nishihara and M. Kawamoto, "The Strength of Metals under Com.bined Alternating Bending and Torsion," Memoirs 
of the College of Engineering, Kyoto Imperial University, Vol. X, No. 6 (1941), p. n7. 

(2) E. Lehr "nd W. Prager, "Dauerpriifmaschine fiir iiberlagerte Zug-Druck-und-Schub-W~℃hselbeanspruchung," Forschu".g 
auf dem Gebiete des Ingenieurwesens, Vol. 4 (1933), Ausgabe A, p. 209. 
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previously reported by the authors,C3J for testing 
combined bending and torsional fatigue, a phase 
difference could・ not be given on the applied bend-
ing and torsional ・ stresses, due to the fact that the 
fly wheel,exerting both bending and torsional 
stress,es on the specimen was・ oscillated by only a 
single crank・ and eccentric mechanisin. ¥tVith the 
new testing machine the fly wheel is designed to 
be oscillated by the different crank and eccentric 
mechanisms "for bending and torsion respectively. ・ 

Fig. I (a) and 1 (b) are the explanative 
skeletons of the principle of the new fatigue testing 
machine. The former shows the plan and the latter 
the general arrangement. The fly wheel Fis sup-
ported ;¥'ith ball bearings B1. apd B2, so that it can 
be rotated about xx-axis andかaxissimultaneously. 
The test piece T is attached between the fly wheel 
F and the arm A with a key and a cotter. -The 

shaft S which rotates the eccentric disc.E1 is drivep. 
by a belt from a motor at a constant speed. The 

y Hi 

H2 

B3 

yT  

Fig. I (a). 
Explanative Plan of the New Combined Stress 

Fatigue Testing Machine. 

F 

arm A1 is connected with the eccentric disc E1 by 
the connecting rod C1, so that it is oscillated in a 
vertical plane about the xx-axis by the action of 
the disc E1 and the rod C1. The oscillation is 
transmitted to the fly wheel F through the test 

piece T, and t~e fly wheel F is oscillated in a ver-
tical plane about the center・ axis of-the ball bear-
ings B沼1or xx-axis. Then the inertia force of 
the fly wheel 9ue to the lateral oscillation exerts 
bending moment on the test piece. _ On the other 

(3) See foot-note (1). 

hand, the eccentric disc E2 is driven by the shaft 
S _through the two pairs of spur gears artd bevel 
gears. The arm A2 is connected with the eccentric 
qisc E2 through the connecting rod・ C2, _ and it is 
oscillated in a vertical plane about yy-axis by the 
action of the disc E2 ・ and the rod C2. The oscil-
Iation is、transmittedto the fly wheel F through the 
test piece T, and~ the fly _wheel is oscillated in the 

circumferential direction about the center axis of 
the ball bearings B2尻， sothat the inertia force of 
the fly wheel due to the rotary oscillation exerts 
torsional moment on the test piece. 

The eccentric disc E2 is composed of ti,vo discs. 

C2 
CI 

Fig. I (b). 
General Arrangement of the New Combined Stress 

Fatigue Testing Machine. 

The one is clamped to the rotating shaft with a 
key and is attached to the other with two bolts. 
On the lateral surface of the ・ former disc there is 
marked ・ a scale of degrees, so that the latter disc 
can be attached to the former at any desired degree 
of the scale. If the scale is adjusted to zero degree, 
the bending and torsional stresses come in phase.. 
The phase_ difference between bending and叱orsion
can be made to come to any desired value by ad-
justing the angle of the scale. -The junction./2, 
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which connect the arm A1 and the connecting rod 
Ci, is composed of two bearings perpendicular to 
each other similar to a universal joint. The junc-
tion ；；血salso the same. construction so that there 
occurs no trouble at the junctions./2 and；；● even 
when the both eccentric discs are driven simultane-
ously. 

The positions of the j(mctions./2 a叫；； canbe 
shifted by operating the handles Hi and H2, so that 
出eeffective lengths of the arms A1 and A; can be 
adjusted. This adjusting can be made while・ the 

machine is working so that a fine adjustment of 
the amplitude of the oscillation of the fly wheel F 
can be made without stopping the machine. The 
lever G is supported with the two ball bearings 
Bぶ， thecenter axes -of which are on xx-axis. 
This lever guides the arm A1 or A2 as to be oscil-
lated accurately with xx-axis as・ a center, so that 
the test pie~e T is not subjected to shearing stress. 

Fig. 2 shows the assembly drawing of the new 
machine for testing the combined stress fatigue and 

Fig. 3 is i 1s its extenor view. 

,~ 

Fig. 2. 

The Assembly Drawing of the New Combined Stress 

Fatigue Testing Mac;,hine. _'  
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Fig. 3. 
Exterior View of the New Combined Stress 

,Fatigue Testing Machine. 

(2) 肱江枷U加 stressesヽ 句ゅlied to the. test 
piec{'． 

The maximum bending and torsional stresses 
applied to the test piece can be calculated. from 
measurements of the amplitude and frequency of 
oscillation of the fly wheel, for the moments of 
inertia of the fly wheel about名x-andヵ!-axesare 
previously obtained by calculation. Let 

lb=moment of inertia of the fly wheel about xぷ—
axis in kg • cm • s竺

I、=momentof inertia of the fly wheel about yy-

axis in kg ・ cm ・ sだ
ab=amplitude of oscillation _ of the fly wheel 

about.xた axisin radian. 
a、=;:amplitude of oscillation of the ~ fly wheel 

about yy-axis in. radian. 

訊＝maximumbending moment applied to the 
test piec・e in kg • cm . 

.M,=maximum torsional moment applied to the 
test piece in kg • cm. 

n.,=maximum bending stress applied to the test 

piece in kg/cm巴
てa=maximumtorsional stress applied to the test 

piece in kg/ cm・.. 

d=diameter of the test piece in cm. 
n=number of oscillations per・ minute. 

Then 

如＝翌←11,%（号）2

肌＝三ーてa=It(/.tに）2

I6 30 

‘‘,'、ー（
 

、|
A

、
In the design of the !esting m~chine, the mo-

ment of inertia of the fly wheel about xx-axis was 
planned to be made equal to that about ;yy-axis : 

Ib=1、
Therefore, as is known from equation (1), bending 
moment払 becomesequal_ to torsional moment M,、9
when the― amplitude(J.b about xJ:-axis is equal to 
the amplitude(J., about yy-axis. In other words, the 
maximum moment applied尤 othe test piece is pro-
portional to the amplitude of the fly wheel, whether 
it be bending or torsion. However, if it is intended 

to make the maximum stress_ applied to the test 
piece proportional to the amplitude of the fly ・wheel, 
the moment of inertia of the fly wheel about xx-
axis'should be made equal to.twice that about Y.少
axis, that is 

2ん＝It

After the machine was constructed, ・ the dimension 
of each part was measured accurately, and the mo-
ment of inertia of the fly wheel was calculated over 
again. It was fe:und that there was a small dif-
ference between the two moments of inertia as 
follows: 

lb=o.63( kg• cm• s2 

l,=0.6578 kg• cm• s2 

(3) 7`んe device for measuring tんe applied 
stress. 

To measure the amplitude of oscillation of the 
fly wheel, the arm M is attached to it. At the tip 
of the arm, there is a small hole of I mm diameter, 
and the interior is illuminated with a small lamp, 
so that by looking downwards, we can observe the 
small hole as a bright spot. ¥Vhen the alternating 
bending stress is applied to the test piece, the spot 
vibrates in the vertical direction,. and when the 
alternating torsional stress is applied, it vibrates in 
the horizontal direction. Hence, when the com-
bined bending and torsional stresses are applied to 
the test piece,. the spot vibrates in the horizontal 
and vertical direction simultaneously, making the 
bright spot describe generally an ellipse. 

Fig. 4 shows the loci of the bright spot in 
various combined stress conditions photographed by 
an ordinary camera. Value of O in Fig. 4 is re-
presented by the following expression : 

tan 0= Mb 
Mt 

Hence, when o・ is 6 degree, it corresponds to the 
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ll1'1， tan 0=_::_-.;-;_, o=Phase Difference 
加t'

Fig. 4. 
Loci of the Bright Spot. (Time of Exposure=30 s., Driving Speed of the Testing Machine=II40 rev/mn.) 

case・ in which only the torsional stress is working, 
and when 8 is 90 degrees, it corresponds to the 
case, in which only the bending stress is working. 

•Theserelations are quite analogous to the rela-
tions given in a previous reportC4J_ Also in Fig. 2 

iJ=angle of phase difference between bending and 

torsion. 

When a is o degree, i.e. bending and torsional 

stresses are in 12hase, the. locus becomes a straight 
line,. and when a is not o degree, the locus becomes 
generally an ellipse. And the eccentricity of the 

ellipse becomes smaller, as a increases. When l3 is 

90 degrees, the principal axes of the ellipse become 
perpendicular to each other, and when 8 is 45 
degrees and a is 90 degrees, the ellipse becomes 
nearly a. circle. 

By measuring these・ ellipses or straigt lines, 

we can calet~late the bending and torsional st元sses
applied to the test piece. The curve A B C D in 

Fig. 5 is regarded as the outer boundary of the 
ellip5e drawn by the bright spot. Let the tangent 

B
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I 

ピ―b'
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c
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Fig. 5・
A Locus of the Bright Spot. 

l 

｀ 

｀ ` 
D 

(4) See foot-note (1). 
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points of this outer boundary with horizontal and 
vertical straight lines be A, B, C and D as shown 
in Fig.・ 5. Also let 

a=distance between A and C measured in ・the 
vertical direction, mm. 

b = distance between B and D measured in. the 
horizontal direction, mm. _ 

a'= distance between B and D measured in the 
vertical direction, mm. 

b'=distance between A and C measured in the 

hori orizontal direction, mm. 
rb=distance between the tip of the arm and xぷ—

axis, mn1. 
r,=distance between the tip of the arm and yy-

axis, mm. 

then the amplitudes of the fly wheel ab and・(/,t and 
phase difference o are represented by the following 
relations, because the locus of the bright spot is 
1 mm in ・ width : 

of the plate P in the vertical direction ・ can be 
measured by the scale L, and ・that in the horizontal 
direction by the scale K. The plate has a vertical 
and a horizontal slit. ・ By the vertical slit we can 
measure. the sliding amount of the plate P in the 
horizontal direction, and by the horizontal slit.we 
can measure that in the vertical direction. a. b. a' 9 9 

and b'can be thus measured. In measuri'ug a'and 
b', the tangent points must be found between the 
ellipse and the edge of the slit.. Before the machine 
was constructed, some anxiety was entertained 
about the posibility of an accurate. measurement of 
the tangent points. In practice, however, it is 
found that an accurate and satisfactory measurement 
of the tangent points can be made : the error in 

the measurement is scarcely greatc:r than o.r mm, 
while values of a and b are ordinarily about ~o--
20mm. 

a-I 
ab= 

2rb' 

` b-I 
約＝，

2r、 ぃ

ヽ
，
＇
”
‘
~

cos a= a = b'. 

a-I b-r.' 
(3) 

where rb and r1 are the definite values for the・ testiqg 

血 chine,that is, 

＇乃＝ 315mm, rt=310 mm. 

Therefore, if we obtain the values of a, b, a', an~ 
b'by-measurements, we can calculate the bending 
and torsional stresses ・ applied to the test piece・ and 
also the phase difference from equations (I), (2) and 
(3). To calculate the phase difference, there is no 
need of measuring both the values of a'and b'; it is 
sufficient to measure either one in practice. 

To measure, the values of a, /,, a'and b', a 

measuring plate is attached to the frame of the 
testing machine just above the tip of the arm M. 
Fig. 6 shows the measuring plate. There'is on it 
a sliding plate P which can be slid both in hori-
zontal and vertical directions. ・ The sliding amount 

III. M~terials Used and Forms of 
Specimens Employed. 

The test pieces of the materials used in the 
pr/'!sent experiments were of the following four kinds 
of metals: 

(I) Swedish hard steel received in the form 

of a bar 25 mm in diameter and about 3.65 m in 
length. This material is denoted " 982 FA". 

(2) Mild steel received in the form of a bar 

廷mmin diameter and about 3.65 m in length. 
This material is denoted " 5の5". -

(3) 、Graycast iron bars made in the labora-
tory. This material is denoted "IC2 ". 

(4) Duralumin received in the form of a bar 
30 mm in djameter and about 4 m in length. This 
material is denoted " D-30 ". 

The both ends about IO cm in. length were 

p 

K 

Fig. 6. 
The Measuring Plate. 

・ Fig. 7. 
Mouldini Shape of Cast Iron. 
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rejected from each bar in the testing experiments. 

The hard steel_ and the mild steel samples were 

subjected to the experiments as they were received 

and without any heat treatment in the laboratory. 

Special attention was given to the moulding s'hape 
of cast iron,・ as it ・ ex.erts influence upon the pro-

perties of cast iron. As shown in Fig. 7, eight rods 

of about 25-mm in diameter -and 230 mm  in length 

were made as one casting._ The duralumin sample 

was the one quenched and age-hardened after ex-

trusion. 

Chemical analysis was carried out on every 

material. The results are shown in Table r. A 

microscopical examination was also'made on samples 

of ~II ・ the materials used. Fig. 8 shows the results. 
In order to ascertain the mechanical properties 

of the materials, complete, tests of static tension to 

destruction were ma_de on two Sfecimens of each 

Table 1. 
Chemical Composition of Materials. 

Material Symbol 
Chemical Composition in劣

C Mn | s | P | Si Fe 
-----

Al I Mg I'Cu 
Hard Steel I 位2FA 0.51 ,0.38 I i 0.010 0.023 I 0.27 I I ! I 
Mild Steel 5695 0.10 0.50 I 0.040 0.033 0. .14 I 

｀ 

I 

ー・ ！． 
Cast Iron IC 2 Total 3.871 、 9

0.490'1.672 Graphitic 3.043 0.540'0.105 0.040 
i 

Duralumin | D←30 0.44 ‘’ I l - Il 。•35 0.38 0.42 3.81 
I 

Hard Steel X 100 Mild Steel X 1.00 

Cast・ Iron X 100 Duralumin X 100 
Fig. 8. 

Microscopical Structure of Materials. 
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^ e雰； ILo匹 . I ui血 ate9 B四 kmg Redact畑 Brinell 
Material Symbol Heat Yi nt, Yield Point, Stgre/nmgmth2 , Stress on Elongation, of Area, Hardness 

Treatment kg/ m2 kg/ m2 k Final Area, 5るゑc Number ，， rn rn kg/rnrn2 

1-Iard Steel 982F A I Hot-rolled 41.7 40.0 69.4 IO7•I 腐．8 44.6 185 
42.0 40.0 69.5 109.3 •7 45.6 189 

Mild Steel 5695 Hot-rolled 26.5 22.6 38.2 83.5 44.6 68.o IOI 
30.1 22.7 38.1 83.1 41.6 67.7 IOI 

Cast Iron IC2 Cast 19.4 • 179 
17.5. I78 

D-30 Extruded, 31.2 44.6 52.8 
＼ 

I5.o 

I 
2I.7 97.1 Duralumin 

I quenched 30.6 43.7 53•4 I4•3 20.8 97.5 

Table 2. 
Mechanical Properties of Materials. 

・ー・• 

material.. The form and dimensions. of the tensile 
specimen are shown in Fig. 9 (a). The results of 

static tests are summarized in Table 2. In the ten-
sion tests of two carbon steels, the yield points 

were clearly observed. In dtiralumin, however, 
there was. no marked drop of load at yield points, 

so the strain measurements were made by means 
of a mirror extensometer of the Martens type, and 

the-yield points were decided from the stress-strain 
diagrams. thus obtained as the point of 0.2 per cent 
permanent set. Brinell hardness tests were also 

made on two specimens of each material, and the 
results are given in Table 2. 

(a) Tensile Specimen 

1
8
8
.
 

(b). Combined Stress Fatigue Specimen 
／ 

℃r 
令

-♦ 

d=8 mm for hard and mild steels 
d':"'10 mm for cast iron 
d =II mm for duralumin 

Fig. 9. 
Test Specimen. 

臼

The form and dimensions・ of the specimens 

employed for fatigue test are shown in Fig. 9 (b). 
The fatigue ・ specimens have no parallel part, but 

have the fillet of radius thrice the diameter of the 

slenderest part. The diameter of the fatigue speci-

men must be chosen appropriately according to each 

material. If the diameter is too large the alternating 

moment to be applied becomes over the capacity of 
the testing machine,, and if it is too small, it is 

impossible to make experiments, because the reso-
nant or・ critical sp~ed of the fly wheel becomes 

below the driving speed of the testing machine. 
(The testing machine should not of course be ope-

rated at a speed over the resonant or critical. one. 

In the experiments described here it was kept iμ 
most cases_ at r 140 stress cycles per minute; though 
the resonant. speed was sometimes far. higher.} 

Consequently, the diameter of the specimen was 
chosen as 8 mm for steel, ro mm  for cast ir~n and 
Ir mm  for duralumin. Further it must be・ noted. 
that the specimen is to be attached to the testing 

machine in such a way as the slenderest part is in 
accord with xx-axis. (See Fig. I (a).) 

IV. Description of the C9rnbined Stresses and 
the Test Results-Obtained. 

Owing to the inertia forces of the fly wheel, 
the range of bendiiig moment土訊 andthe range 

of torsional moment土M、areapplied to the speci-

men. Then the maximum bending stress叩 an1
the maximu[!,1, torsional stress, a are induced'in the 

specimen: 

o• == 32 
a md3 訊

16 
T'a= 

冗d3M 

The maximum principal stress・ flmax and the maxi-

mum shear stressてn;ax,which are induced by the 
combination of those bending and torsional stresses, 

are as follows : 
when bending and torsional stresses are in phase, 

I 17max=~a叶」-J点十4て；
2 2 

てmax=」―、元＋4#
2 

(4) 

(5)・ 

and when bending and torsional stresses are not in 

phase, 
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·,,O"max=[:
0

0"aCOS wt+ 

-1-✓o-! cos 2wt +4,! cos 2(wt-'3)] (6) 
2 

-
= 

'Z"max=[-1-Va! cos 2wt +4r! cos 2(wt-a)] (7) 
2 . max: 

where (tJ is angular, velocity, t is time, and a is the 
angle of phase difference between bending and 
torsion. · The time t in eqnation (6) or (7) must 
be determined as the value of the · inside 6f the 
brackets becomes maximum. And the time t when 
the inside of the bracket is made maximum varies 
with the value of the ratio of O"a to 'a and also with 
the phase diffe;-erice a.

As it is rather tedious to calculate the values 
of 11max and !"max. from the relations (6) and (7), let· 
us, for convenience' sake, use equations (4) and (5), 
.even when the bending and torsional stresses are not 
in phase: Let the values of the stresses, thus calcu
lated, be an max and .'n max: then 

(8) 

where O"a and 'a are not in phase. Of course, the 
stress an max or Tn max is not a value in real existence 
but only a nominal one which is generally greater 
than the true value of- the maximum principal stress 
or the maximum. shear stress. In the. special case 
when the phase difference becomes zero or when 
either stress, O"a or Ta, be.comes zero, the nominal 
stress represents the true stress. 

In the experiments described here, we have 
carried out endurance tests at the following five 
combinations of bending and torsional stresses : that 
is, putting 

tan 0= Mb=�
Aft 2,a' 

at the instant. when the other stress takes the 
maximum value. It is of no need to consider the 
cases, in which phase difference is more than 90 
degree or less than o degree, as those cases can be 
reduced always to the similar cases where it is bet
ween o and 90 degrees. 

At the endurance tests we applied a little more 
than ten millions of · stress repetitions to the un- · 
broken specimen to determine the fatigue limit, 
though it was desirable for duralumin to apply a 
much greater stress cycles such as a hundred mil
lion or more. The results of the endurance tests 
are as follows : 

(1) Hard Steel.

As previously mentioned, experiments were
carried out under five_ stress combinations of bending 
and torsion, i.e., 0=o, 22.5, 45, 67.5, and 90 
degrees. As the citses with phase difference, tests 
were made. on three cases of iJ= 30, 60, and 90 
degrees ,vhen 0=22. 5 and 45 degrees, and on a 
single case of 0=90 degrees when 0=67.5 degrees. 

... 
"' 

----<>-o =O' 
-·-·- " 30

° 

..... ®···.. .. 60' 

� 211-----i----'t,'!r .LL_J_J_�++--+---+--+--+-'-l -'-l-'--'--1--l --'-'--'-1 
----1---�o...1---1--1-e-1-------1--1--1-- a ""'.45' >-------, · 

S 20 l----+---+--'f,.,.h-e--l::J"-I-J...�-f----1---l-+-r-_;.___r+-----i 
g 

I.() .':�· 

i;;; n ....;._; ... �,;:. ·;:; J., l---+--f--1--+-+-+--!Ci-4.!B......._� ..... �-:..R, ,...._ .=,-+--+--l-<---Hf-'l-l----1 
we took o, 22.5, 45, 6_7.5 and 90 degrees as the i IS,1---+--+--I-IH-++-Hrf---......_--+" ..... ��:::.:..:.·:::.::� • · -�·:;:-:. 
values of fJ. As already mentioned, when (} is o 'o 17,,___--1.._.r.,_J.......J...J...w...u.... __ L--1...-1.....J....u..L.Ll----' 
degree, it corresponds to the case . in which only � 
the torsional stress is working; and when 8 it 90 

> 

1

1
:

8

6
:1 111 ll*�tij � grl" ::���:��:���:

6

:::�:::�� :��;::2::����:: 1 . : JAW&trnr=1Under these conditions of the stress combina- '----'--'--J.......1.J..J...1..w ____ 
....1.....--1_--1L.L_....1_L_L_L.1_u::..�_j 

tion, phase difference was applied upon the bending . 

E�:�::1::��:F:�,��7�27�:�:;��,�:H:: ::1 11 If sW 11 ji'r;tjj 60 degrees were omitted. When o is o degree, it 10�.:-----.1.--'-...J..-1....L.-l..u,..101:,.,,-_ -. -L--1...-L....L.._ LI-.L.1,,1I01,.,,---.1. 
corresponds to the case where both bending and Number of Repetitions, N 
torsional stresses are in phase, and a is made 90 
degrees, either bending or torsional stress disappears 

Fig. IO. 
Stress-Endurance Diagrams for Hard Steel. 
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Table 3. 
Results of Combined Stress Fatigue Tests on I-Iard Steel. 

Nominal Value Amp)≪叫,of I Amar pliS<otmdse s of Num比 9 of 
Test Piece (} 8 of Maximum Direct Stress due She due Re titions N, Remarks 

No. deg. deg. Shear Stress to Bendmmg 2 11,,,.to Torsionてa, pe 106 
て”max,kg/mm2 kg/m kg/mm2 

HNK 50 23.0 

゜
23.0 0,495 Broken 

" 47 22.0 
" 

22.0 0.951 9 9 

" 57 21.0 
" 

2I.o 1.043 ,, 

゜ 2.816 
" 49 " 9 9 9 9 9 9 

／・ 99 . 54 20.5 
" 

20.5 2.709 " 
,, 64 20.0 

" 
20.0 10.419 Unbroken 

" 74 21.7 16.60 20.05 0.127 I Broken ヽ
9 9 70 21.0 16.07 19.40 0.291 " 
9 9 71 

゜
19.6 15.00 18.14 I.1!9 9 9 

’’ 76 I8•9 14.46 17.46 I.629 " 
9 9 73 I8.2 13.9~ 16.81 10.814 Unbroken 

" 97 20.3 15.53 18.75 0.785 Broken 

" 96 30 18.9 、 14.47 17.45 2.399 " 
" 95 22.5 

18.2 13.92 16.81 10.48o Unbroken 

’’ 84 2I.o 16.07 I9•40 I.129 Broken 

" 94 6o I9.6‘ 15.00 I8.IO 3 3.I8I " 
" 93 18.9 14.46 17.46 10.632 Unbroken 

" 67 2I•7 I6."60 20.05 1.129 Broken 

" 
68 21.0 16.07 I9•40 1.444 " 

" 69 
90 

20.3 15.54 18.76 3.I44 9 9 

" 72 19.6 15.00 I8.IO 10.047 I Unbroken 

" 
60 - I9.8 28.0 I4.o 0.541 Broken 

" 62 I9・I 27.0 13.5 0.862 
" 

" 89 ゜ 18.4 26.0 13.0 1.839 ,, 

" 92 17.7 25.0 12.5 10.049 Unbroken 

" 98 I9.I 27.0 13.5 I.I3I Broken 

" 99 30 18.4 26.0 13.0 2.880 " 

" 
88 17.7 25.0 12.5 Io.728 Unbroken 

45 
1.198 Broken 

" 卯 19.1 27.0 13-5 

9 9 9l 6o 18.4 '26.0 13.0 3.925 " 
" 87 17.7 25.0 12 5 10.309 Unbroken 

" 59 21.2 30.0 I5.o 0.334 Broken 

,, 6I 19.8 28.0.. I4.o I.298 " 
63 

90 

" 19.1 27.0 13.5 

I 
1.727 " 

" 
,65 I 18.4 26.0 13.0 10.454 Unbroken 

I 

．、

" 79 19.0 35.10 7.27 0.771 Broken 

" 77 18.0 33-2.5 6.89 ・ I.069 
’’ 

9 9 82 

゜
I7•5 32.35 6.70 1.614 9 9 

" 75 17.0 31.4o 6.51 2.8叩 9 9 

" 78 16.5 30.49 6.31 10.147 Unbroken 

83 
67.5 ,, I9.o 35.10 7.27 0.528 Broken 

" 
81 18.0 33.25 6.89 2.546 ,, 

" 85 90 17.5 32.35 | 6.70 2.171 
" 

" 
86 17.0 31.40 6.51 4.142 9 9 

" 80 16.5 30.49 6•3I 10.5紐 ・ヽ Unbroken 

" S3 18.0 36.0 

゜ I 0.479 Broken 

" 58_ 17.5 35.0 .,, 0.857 9 9 

" 52 90 17.0 34.0 9 9 I•458 " 
｀ " 55 16.5 33.0 " 

1.270 
" 

" 51 16.0 32.0 99 10.117 Unbroken 
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The test results are shown in Table 3. Fig. IO is 

the stress-endurance -diagram obtained from the test 

results. Fatigue limits were estimated from the 

stress-endurance diagrc:1-m, and the values of fatigue 

limits obtained are summarized in Tabe 7・

(2) Mild Stet!. --

In this case also tests were made under five 

stress combinations, i.e.,(}＝o, 22.5, 45, 67.5, and 

90 degrees. For the phase difference, two cases 

of如＝60and 90 degrees were adopted where(j＝ 
22.5 and 45 degrees, and one single case of IJ=90 

degrees where{}＝67・5degrees. The test results are 

shown in Table 4 and Fig. I I is the stress-endurance 

diagram obtained from them. Fatigue limits・ were 

estimated from the stress-endurance diagram, and 

the results are summarized in Table 7. 

(J) Cast Iron. 

Five stress. combinations were adopted. here 

also, i.e.,{}＝=o,.22.5, 45, 67.5, and 90 degrees. 

For the phase difference, the similar cases as with 

the mild steel were taken, i.e., two cases ofふ＝60

and 90 degrees when()＝22. 5 and 45 degrees, and 

Table 4. 
Results of Combined Stress Fatigue Tests on Mild Steel. 

Test Piece 
No. 

LNK.I 

" 
,, II 

" 

{} 8 
deg. I deg. 

2 

0 I -

3 

Nominal Value I Amplitude of I Amplitude of 
of Maximum I Direct Stress due I Shear Stress due Number of 

Shear Stress I to Bending aa, I to Torsion加
Repetitions N, 

Iてnmax, kg/mm2 kg/mm2 kg/mm2 
106 

o.  I 17.0 I 0.123 

" I 15.0 I 1.496 

,, I 14.5 I 5.196 

" I 14.0. I 11.041 

17.0 

15.0 

14.5 

I4.o 

Remarks 

Broken. 

Unbroken 

99 I6 

99 I7 

,,・ 40 
| 

9, 36 1 

9, 37 | 
" 25 

" ・27 

" 26 
一

0

0

0

 6

9

 

5
 

2
 

2
 

13.5 

13.0 

10.33 

9.95 

12.47 

12.01 

14.5 

14.0 

13.5 

II.IO 

10.72 

10.33 

13.40 

12.93 

12.47 

15.5 ヵ

15.0 

14.5 

14.32 
13.86 

13.40 

5.323 
IO.I84 

Broken 

Unbroken 

2.160 

I.164 

10.918 

Broken 

99 

Unbroken 

II.86 

ll•48 
II.IO 

0.7卯

1.645 
10.182•ヘ

Broken 

" 
Unbroken 

2

3

I

2

3

2

 

I

I

3

3

3

2

 

．
 

9

9

9

9

9

9

 

9

9

9

9

,

'

 

゜
13.5 
13.0 

19.09 

18.38 
9.54 

9.19 
2.253 ` 
10.637 

Broken 

Unbroken 

60 
r/  

45 

14.5 

14.0 

• 13.5 

20.50 

19.80 

I9.09 

10.25 

9.90 

9.54 

2.734 

4.915 
I0.000 

Broken 

" 
Unbroken 

1

4

1

 

4

2

2

 

9

9

9

 

9

9

9

 

90 

17.0 
16.0 

15.0 

14.5 

24.04 
22.62 

21.21 

20.50 

12.02 

11.31 

10.61 

10.25 

0.182 

2.608 

1.635 

u.094 

Broken 

9 9 

9 9 

Unbroken 

" 18 

0

9

8

9

0

 

2

1

2

2

3

 

9

9

9

9

9

 

9

9

9

,

'

 
67.5 

" 5

6

 7
5

8

0

9

 

3

3

I

 

9

9

9

9

9

 

9

9

9

9

9

 

90 

| 
.i 

゜

90 

： 

― l 
i 

13.0 

12.3 

12.0 

24.02 

22.73 

2-z.17 

13・5 
13.0 

12.5 

15.0 

13.5 
13.0 

12.5 

12.0 

11.5 
11.0 

24.95 

24.02 

23.10 

30.0 

27.0 

26.0 

25.0 

24.0 

23.0 

'22.0 

4.98 

4・71 
4.59 

5.17 

4.98 

4.78 

゜

" 

1.312 

IO.III 

10.374 

0.592 

4.726 

lo.I72 

0.108 

0.944 

1.470 

I•419 
10.036 

10.084 

n.028 

Broken 

Unbroken 

Broken 

9 9 

Unbroken 

Broken 

" 

" 
Unbroken 
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Fig. l I. 

Stress-Endurance Diagrams for Mild Steel. 

one single case of 3=90 clegrees when 8=67.5 
degrees. The test results are shown in Table 5 and 
the stress-endurance diagram in Fig. 12. Values 
of fatigue limits were estimated from - the stress
endurance diagram and are summarized in Table 7.

(4) Duralumin.

Three stress combinations were adopted here, 
i.e., 0=o, 45, and 90 degrees. For the phase

-o--- 8=0' 
• ., .. ®""" " 60' 

Fig. 12. 
Stress-Endurance Diagrams for Cast Iron.

Table 5. 
Results of Combined Stress Fatigue Tests on Cast J ron.

Nominal Value Amplitude of Amplitude of Number of Test Piece (} a of Maximum Direct Stress due Shear Stress due Repetitions N, RemarksNo. deg •.

CNK 36 
" I_

35 0
" 

" 3 
" 23
" 22 
" 33 
" 32 22.5
" 38
" 39
" 37 
" 26 

deg.

0

60 

90 

Shear Stress 
T"n max, kg/mm2 

IO.O 

9.6
9.2
8.7 

75 

7.0
9.0
8.5

IO.O 
9.5
9.0
8.5

to Bending oa, to Torsion ,a,kg/mm2 kg/mm2 
106 

0 10.0 0.170 Broken
" 9.6 0.383 " 

" 9.2 10.047 Unbroken
" 8.7 10.009 " 

5.74 6.93 0.744 Broken
5.36 6.47 10.432 Unbroken 
6.89 8.32 0.077 Broken 
6.50 - 7.85 10.747 Unbroken

- 7.65 9.24 0.188 Broken 
7.27 8.78 1.076 " 

6.89 ,.32 IO.II5 Unbroken 
6.50 7.85 I0.000 " 
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" 7 6.o 8.50 4.24 ・ 

I 
4.870 Broken 

" 20 

゜
5-75 8.13 4.06 10.554 Unbroken 

" 8 ,5.5 7.8o 3.90 10.000 9 9 

" 30 6.75 9.55 4.78 0.136 Broken 

3I 
45 6o 

6.5 9.20 4.6o 10.820 Unbroken 
" 

" 
IO 7.0 9.卯 4-95 0.538 Broken 

" 
21 go 6.75 9.55 4.77 10.000 Unbroken 

" 
II 6.5 9.20 4.60 10.000 

’’ 
9 9 I2 5.25 9.70 2.01 I．卯2 Broken 

13 ゜ 5.0 9.24 1.91 10.036 Unbroken 
" 

" 
16 

67.5 5 • 75 10.62 2.20 0.2卯 Broken 

,, I8 5.5 10.15 2.10 0.205 
" 

" I9 

I 

90 
" 

, ； 
" 3.237 " 

" ” 
5・25 9.70 2.01 10.447 Unbroken 

" 4 5.25 I 10.5 

゜
0.634 Broken 

" 
28 " " " 0.504 

’’ 
" ; 14 5.0 10.0 9 9 ・ 3.244, " 
9 9 29 90 " ’’ " 

10.764 Unbroken 

" 
6 4.75 9.5 " 

I.IOI Broken 
J 

I 
" 15 " " " 

10,000 Unbroken 

" 5 4.5 9.0 
" I0.045 " 

Table・ 6. 
Results・ of Combined Stress Fatigue Tests on Duralumin. 
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DNK 5 

" 4 

" 3' 

9, 2 

I NominaI Value Amplitude of Amplitude of 
of Maximum I Direct Stress due I Shear Stress due 

'・ Shear Stress I to Bending da, I to Torsion i-a, 
て”max,kg/mm2 I kg/mm2 j kg/mm2 

13.0 

11.0 

10.5 

10.0 

9.5 

11.0 

" 17 
I 67.s 

" 23 

" 8 I 

" 7 

,, io I. I i 

" 9 や

,, 6 I. 

,, 13 I 

゜

°’ 

9 9 

Number of 
Repetitions N, 

lo6 

Remarks 

I3.o 

II.O 

IO•5 

10.0 

9.5 

1.093 

3.771 

8.626 

10.695 

IO．叫8

Broken 

" 
9 9 

" 
Unbroken 

8.42 10.16 1.086 Broken 

9 9 " 2.147 

11.0 

9.5 

9.0 

15.55 

13.43 

12.73 

7.78 

6.72 

6.37 

I •3I 5 

3.183 

6.758 

" 

" 

90 
10.0 

8.5 

14.14 

12.02 

7.07 

6.oI 

2.669 

5.672 " 
ll.O 

9.0 

20.33 

16.63 

4.21 

3.44 ¥ 

0.607 

2.286 

卯

II.O 

10.0 

20.33 

18.48 

4.21 

3.83 

1.461 

1.719 
" 
" 

10.0 

9.0 

8.5 

8.o 

7.5 

20.0 

J8.o 

17.0 

, 16.0 

15.0 

。

了 ―” 

" 

0.835 

1.646 

2.302 

8.263 

10.305 

9 9 

9 9 

Unbroken 
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Table .7. 
Summary of Fatigue Li�its for All Materials. 

Nominal Value of Amplitude of 
I 

Amplitude of Rate of Increase 
Material D 0 Maximum Shear Direct, Stress due Shear Stress due due to Phase deg. deg. Stress t'n max, to Bending 11a, 

I 
to Torsion T'a, Difference, % kg/mm2 

0 - 20.0 

0 18.4 

30 18.7 
22.5 

60 19.4 

90 20.0 

0 i7.7 
Hard Steel 

30 18.0 
45 60 18.2 

90 18.6 

0 16.5 
67.5 

90 16.8 

90 - 16.0 

6 - 14.0 

0 13.3 

22.5 6o 13.8 

90 14.5 

0 13.0 
Mild Steel 

60 13.8 45 

90 14.5 

0 12.3 
67.5 90 12.7 

90 - 12.0 

0 - 9.3 

0 7.0 

22.5 60 8.5 

90 9.0 

0 5-75
Cast Iron 

45 60 6.5 

90 6.75 

0 5.0 
67.5 90 5.25 

90 -

4.9 

0 - 10.2 

0 8.7 
Duralumin 45 90 " 

90 - 7.95 

difference, there was adopted only a single case of 
0=90 d�rees at the value of 8=45 degrees. The 
test results are shown in Table 6 and the stress
endurance diagram is given in Fig. 13. Fatigue 
limits were estimated from the stress-endurance 
diagram as the values for ra7 stress repetitions and 
is summarized in Table 7. To see the fatigue 
fractures of duralumin, experiments were made on 

kg/mm2 kg/mm2 

0 20.0 -

14.08 17.00 0 

14·31 17.28 Ih 

14.85 18.01 5.4 

15 31 18.48 8.7 

25.00 12.50 0 

25.45 12.73 1.7 

25.73 12.87 2.8 

26.30 13.15 5.1 

30.49 6.31 0 

31.04 6.43 1.8 

32.00 0 .,... 

0 14.oc -

10.18 12.29 0 

10.56 12.75 3.8 

II.IO 13.40 9.0 

18.38 · 9.19 0 

19.51 9 76 6.2 

20.50 10.25 11.5 

22.73 4.71 0 

23.47 4.86 3.3 

24.00 0 -

Q . 9.30 -

5.36 6.47 0 

6.50 7.85 21.4 

6.89 8.32 28.6 

8.13 4.06 0 -

~9.20 4.60 13.0 

9.55 4.77 17.4 

9.24 1.91 0 

9.70 2.01 5.0 

9.80 0 -

0 10.2 -

12.30 6.15 0 

" " " 
_.,_ 

15.90 0 ·-

some specimens at o=o and 90 degrees for 8=22.5 
degrees, at 0=60 degrees for 8=45 degrees, and 
o=o and 90 degrees for 8=67.5 degrees. 

In the above tables, the applied stresses are 
mentioned in the calculated values of the direct 
and shear stresses due to bending and 
moments respectively, and also of the 
values of the maximum shear stresses. 

twisting 
nominal 
In the 
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plitude ・ of direct stress due to bending as abscissa 

and the amplitude of shear stress due to torsion as 

ordinate. Fig. 14 shows the aご adiagrams ob-
tained for all the materials.,1vhere 
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aa = amplitude of direct stress due to) at the. fati-

ra=b二］［に。fshear stres? due to}贔ueelIC悶土瓜＿f

torsion nat10n. 
aw= fatigue limit in pure bending. 

In Fig. 14 are represented the amplitudes of direct 
and spear stresses in both coordinate axes by ・ the 

ratios of those values to aw. Therefore all the 
results shown in Fig. 14 are necessarily in. accord 
with one another・ at the point of aw on aa-axis. 

In O'a-'a diagram, the results under reversed bend-
ing (i. e.,(]＝90 degrees) and reversed torsion (i.e., 
(]＝o deg~ees) are plotted respectively on aa andてa―
axes, while the results und~r combined bending and 
torsion, having any definite value ・ of(]，are plotted 

on •a radial line having an included angle tan-1(2 
tan(]）withてa-axis.

In a previous report,<0> the authors have pro-

posed a new criterion on the strength of metals 
under combined alternating bending_ and torsion. 

According to it, the conditions o~ fatigue failure are 

(l) C01•Jゆanson of test results with the criterion 
:!Prinn represented by the following expr~ssions when bend-

. <JnJatigue failure. • ・ 
. ing and torsional stresses are in phase : 

(i) When'fi'¾ 1/ ✓丁
(a) When bending and torsional stresses are.. 

I 
in. phase. o託ーす式＝吐

¢ 
Let us consider first the case whei:e bending ・ 

and torsional stresses are in phase. In examining, (ii) ¥Vhen・ <p> I/｛丁
~he ~~st results,・ it is c~~venient to s~ow th~ results (I+'fiり吐＋（3炉ー I)aa✓ 吐＋ :v=r+4合
in diagrams -11a-•a diag~ams 一 taking the am- =Am~n~ =4cpca;,, 
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Fig. 13. 
Stress-Endurance Diagram for Duralumin. 

above stress-endリraneediagrams, the nominal value 
of the maximum shear stress is always taken as・ 
the ordinate. 

V. Consideration of the Experimental 
Results; 
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—• Hard Steel 
—+- Mild Steel 
●●●●11-Cast Iron 

•一~- Di11alumin 
Co固． max.principal stress 

,,,-/ Const. max. principal strain 
/ Cmrs"t. total energy 
Corist. shear energy 
Const. Max. Shear Stre蕊

Applying this criterion to the present experi-

ments, tbe values of aw,'w and <p for each material 
are as shown in Table 8. ・ Applying the values. of 
aw and <p in.equation (10) or (I 2), we obtain the 

conditions of fatigue failure, which are shown with 

thick lines in Fig. 14. It is seen that these curves 
are in good agreement with the test results. 

. For reference, let us also compare the results 
of experiments,vith some other criterions concern-

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.S ⑲ -m 
aI(J”ing  the elastic failure of metals under static stresses ; 

Fig. 14. i.e., the criterions of constant maximum shear stress, 

da-t"a Diagrams—when bending and torsional stresses are in phase. of constant maximum principal strain, of constant 

.
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ぷぃ

0.1 
•• 
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ー
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or simply 

(1 -¢呪＋（3¢2-1)a,り叩＋2r!=2<p況

where 

(I 2) 

¢=てw!aw
aw=fatigue limit in pure bending 

•w= " " "、 9, torsIOn 

り
'̀r 

(5) T. Nishihara and M. Kawamoto, "A New Criterion for the Strength of Metals under Combined Alternating Stresses." 
Memoi;~ of the College of Engineering, Kyoto Imperial University, Vol. XI, No. 4 (1944), p. 70. 
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Table 8. 
Value.of q,・

Material 

Fatigue Limit 
in Pure 

Bending t1w, 
kg/mm2 

Fatigue Limit 
in Pure 

Torsion rw, 
kg/mm2 

s・
 

一
total strain energy, of constant shear strain energy, 

and of constant maximum shear stress. Applying 
these criterions which have been already mentioned in 
the previous report to the case considered here, we ob-

tain the curves shown with thin lines in Fig. 14, where 
Poisson's constant is put as 10/ 3. As seen in Fig. 

14, these criteria are not in as good an agreement 
with the test results as with ・ the authors'criterion. 

Thus the good applicability of the latter criterion 
to experimental results. is proved. again in the pre-
sent experiments. 

(b) When -bending and torsional stresses are 
not in phase., _ 

In examining the test results where bending 
and torsional stresses are not in phase, it is also 
convenient to show them in 叩—'a diagrams, which 

are, in Figs. I 5,.._ I 8, drawn from the test results. 

Hard Steel 
l¥1ild Steel 

Cast Iron 
Duralumin 

32.0 

24.0 

9.8 

15.9 

20.0 

14.0 

9.3 

10.2 

0.625 

0.583 

0.949 

0.642 

0
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da—てa Diagram for Mild Steel. 
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Fig. 18. 
da-てaDiagram for Duralumin. 

In the previous report the authors have derived 
the equations representing the conditions of fatigue 
failurej under alternating stresses with phase dif-

ference, but they could not examine their applica-
bility because at that time there were no experi-

mental results concerning the fatigue resistance 

under combined stresses with phase difference. 

Now, however, we can examine it. 

The conditions of fatigue failure due to the 

authors'criterion, as given in the previous report, 
are as follows : 

(i) When <p ~い／J了

叩＝j 1+B 
h1+(1+/t泣

てa=-v'冗仰a

where 

o• 
9り

`

4

j

 

(I 3) 
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炉 cos2沿＋sinzo cos io 
. cos (I -i)3 

圧~~l (,4) 

Considering i as a p~rameter in these eqi.1ations, 
we can obtaine the relation between心 and て“

at the fatigue limit of the combination for an 

arbitrary value of 8 when a,0 and <p _ are given. 
But we cannot obtaine the relation between aa 

and'a from equations (13) and (14), when the 
angle of phase difference o is equal to 90 
degrees. In this case the relations・ between叩

and'a becomes 

B I -2 o I 心~戸炉 ‘a=6.：。 when 叩こ一五¢.． 

五＝四 6三r](15) (3 _2, I --6}＋ー 2 

I +p 炉

(ii) When ・ cp > ・ <p > Iパ 3

阿＋ I) 吐 sin 沿 ccis 伶—4ざ~in (I -i) () COS 

(I-i)0]信 cos210+4叶cos,2(1-i)a+(3晨— 1)
a(、［吐sinio cos2沿＋2,討sin成 cos2(I -:: i)o -cos 

袷 sin(I-i)8 cos (I -i)が］＝0 . (16) 

（炉十 I)咋cos？沿＋（3炉ー I)佑cosii] 

、社cos2id+ 4叶cos2(I -i')0+4r姜cos2(1 -z)a 

＋り[('f汗 I)びい＋（3炉ー 1)0"パ咋＋ぷ＋4え］

=4(I+ {3)<p況 (I7) 

Considering i as a i=ararrieter in equations (I 6) 

and (I 7), we can calculate valnes of aa and てa
at the fatigue limit of the combination for an 

arbitrary value of a, when叩 and<p are given. 
But when angle・ of phase difference a is equal 

2 
to 90 degrees and叩 isgreater than てa,

ダ炉十 I

the r~lation between aa and •a· becomes simply 

4'P匂＋B［（炉十 1)a!＋（炉ー I)佑咋い＋4叶

+4合］＝4(I+{3)cp冗 (I8)

In the above equations /3 is a_ constant dei=ending 
not only on material but・ also on phase difference 

of the applied stresses and it must be determined 

by experiments in each ease. Now assuming the 

value of (3 as shown in Table 91 we have drawn 

Material 

Hard Steel 

Mild Steel 
Cast Iron 

Duralumin 

Table 9. 
Vafue of {3. 

Value of o in degree 

90 60 

2 2 

0.9 0.9 
0.12 -0.24 
c 

(6) See foot-note (5). 

30 

2 

in Fig; IS~ I 8 the curves which are represented 

by the above criterion. As seen in these figure戸9 」

the. curves are in good accordance with the test -

results, proving again the ・authors'criterion to be 
satisfactorily applicable also when the stresses are 
not in phase. 

(2) Effect of炉asedzjfereuce u炒ntルefatigue 
resistance. 

In examining the effect of phase difference, it 
is convenient to consider the value of constant /1 
in the authors'criterion. This value depends, as 
already mentioned, not only on the material but 

also on phase differe.nce of the _ applied stresses. 
・ About the effect of its magnitude upon the fatigue 
limit calculated from the authors'. cr1terion a full 
consideratio•n has been made in the previous report<6J. 
When (3 is infinity, the material is completely in-

sensitive for phase difference, i.e., values of aa and 
てaat the fatigue limit become constant no matter 

whether the phase difference exists. or not. And 
as the value of (3 decreases from infinity to zero, 

those of <la and Ta gradi1ally increase. And when 
(3 becomes negative,(J" and Ta increase still farther. 

Therefore the value of (3 can be considered in its 
physical meaning to represent the degree of in-
sensibility for phase difference.. If the val-ue of (3 

is obtained from expehments in each case, the effect 
of phase difference is of course made fully clear. 

(a) On hard and mild steels. 

The rates of increase of the values of(Ja, Ta 

andて”maxdue to phase difference are calculated・ 
and given in Table 7, ・and also shown in Fig. 19. 

According to the results,.it is found that the rate 

of the increase due to phase difference takes the 

maximum values when 0=22.5 degrees for hard 

steel and t/=45 degrees for mild steel, and that 
the maximum values are roughly equal to IO per 
cent.・ 

Attention must be paid t~ the fact that the 

values of (3 for hard and mild steels in Table 9 are 

indeFendent of phase differen,ce, i.e., /3= 2 for the 

hard steel, and (3=0.9 for the mild. steel. If we 
may ascertain from these results th荘 thevalue of 

(3 for steel is always independent of phase difference, 

a very informative result can be obtained. That is, 
in obtaining the effect of phase difference upon the 

fatigue resistance of. steel, it is not necessary to 
make experiments for various values of a, but suf-

ficient to make experiments only for the case when 

3==90 degrees. But the value of (3 is different in 

each material. 

(b) ・ On cast iron. 

The rates of increase of the fatigue limit due 

to phase difference are given in Table 7, and also 
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Rate of Increase of Fatigue Limit due to Phase Difference. 

~hown in_ Fig. 19. The maximum value of the 
rate of the increase occurs when 8 = 22. 5 degrees, 
and it reaches almost to 30 per cent. Thus the 
r;te. of the increase is ~ery large in cast iron. 
Accordingly the value of /3 becomes very small, as 
shown in Table 9. Especially when iJ=6o degrees, 
/3 becomes negative. 、Attentionmust be paid to1 
the results that・ the value of /3 for cast iron is not 
independent of phase difference, but smaller at a= 
60 deirees than at a＝りodegrees. Therefore it is 
known that cast iron is very sensitive to phase 
difference, and the degree of sensitivity is large 
especially when phase difference is not large. The 
authors believe th紅 thesecharacteristics are the 
general properties of brittle materials. 

(c) On d c) ・ On duralumin. • 

In duralumin the fatigue limit does not increase 
with phase difference. As seen from the values in 
Table 7, it is, for the case without phase difference, 
approximately equal to that for the case with phase 
difference; when we take the fatigue limit as the 
value for 1a7 stress repetitions. That is, duralumin 
is completely insensitive for phase difference and 
its value of /3 must -be infinity. However, in treat-
ing the fatigue resistance of duralumin in its true 
sense, we should apply much greater stress repeti-
tions than 1a7. [ Here it must be noted that the 
duralumin used in the present experiments had 
abnormal mechanital properties, that is, it seemed 
to have suffered the effect of extrusion to the 
highest degree and it had an extraordinary high 

static tensile strength as shown in`<Table 2. 

Fatigue Fractures. 

It has been previously reported<7> that fatigue 

fractures always occur i11_ regular directions accord~ 
ing to the value of 0, when bending and torsional 
stresses are in phase. It is a・ very interesting and 
also instructive matter to investigate what appear-
ance the fatigue fracture takes when the phase 
difference is applied -to the combined stresses. By 
examining the directions of fracture. planes of all 
the specimens that failed in the pre.:,ent experiments, 
a fair regularity could also be recognized. 

VI. 

(I) Eac加reso.f carbon steels and cast iron.. 

罪eangle of inclination a of the fract~、ire plane 
to the cross section of the specimen is measured 
for all the broken specimens of hard steel, mild 
steel, and cast iron, The・ measured angle a is 
summarized in Table 10. 

It has been made clear alre_ady in. th~ previous 
experiments that fatigue fracture of carbon steel and 
cast iron occurs always in the direction of the 
maximum principal stress due to combined stresses 
when they are in phase. The reason has been 
there considered・ to be in the fact that ca.rbon ・ steel 

is subjected to the hardening e低ctas the fatigue 
phenomena progresses and becomes more and more 
brittle and finally the fracture is caused by the 
maximum principal stress, as ordinarily in brittle 
materials. 

Hereupon it will be supposed that when the 
combined stresses are no・t in phase, the fracture 
plane of carbon steel and cast iron should be 

ヽ

(7) See foot-note (1). 
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Table 10. 

Inclination of Fracture Plane of Steel and Cast Iron to Cross Section of Specimen at point of maximum stress. 
Hard Steel Mild Steel Cast Iron Inclination of Plane of Maximum 

(} 8 deg. deg. Test Piece Test Piece /Measureci Angle Principal Stress 
/Measured Angle Test Piece /Measured Angle to Cross SectionNo. a, deg. No. a, deg .. No. a, deg. a

1, deg. 
HNK 50 45 LNK l 5 CNK 36 45 

" 47 " " 2 IO " l 49(*)
0 -

" 57 " " II 45(*) 45 

" 49 " 

" 54 "(*)
" 74 35 LNK 16 30(*) CNK 23 34(*) 
" 70 27 0 71 33.75 
" 33 
" 76_ 34(*) 
,,. 97 23 30 
" 96 32(*) · 34.1

22.5 

" 84 23 LNK 40 6 .CNK 33 33(*) 60 
" 94 22(*) " 36 22(*) 35A5 

" 67 24 " 25 9 CNK- 38 38 
- go " .68 25 " 27 39(*) " 39 37(*) 39 

" 69 28(*) 
" fo 23 LNK 12 22(*) CNK 7 25(*) 0' " 62 24 22.5 

I 

" 89 22(*) 

- " 98 15 30 17 (*) 21.6 
" 99 

45 
" go 7 LNK 31 7 CNK 30 17(*) 60 9(*) 10(*) 17.4 
,; 91 " 32 
" 59, o(*) " 22 8 CNK IO 3(*} go " 61 " " 41 2(*) 0 
" 63 2 " 24 4 

·,·. 

79 I 12 18 11(*) CNK 12 II(*) " I " 

" 77 

I
11(*) -·0 82 13 II.25

" 

" 75 ' II 
67.5 

IT 
.. 

.-
" 83 LNK 28 o(*) CNK 16 0 
" 81 2 " 29 0 " 18 6 

' 
go 85 0 (*) " 0 " 19 

" 86 ) 
" 53 0 LNK 5 0 CNK 4 4 
" 58 " " 6 I, " 28 3 go - " (*) 7 o(*) " �2 " " 14 2 -. 
" 55 " " 35 2 " 6 o(*) 

Specimens with the mark (*) are shown in Figs. 21, 22, and 23. 
consistent with the plane of the greatest maximum 
principal stress. Now let us calculate the angle of 
inclination of the plane of the greatest maximum 
principal stress to the cross section of the specimen. 
Let the angle be u.', then 

t . / 2,« COS (oJt-ri) · an 20. =----�--
O'a COS wt 

where time t should be taken when the maximum 
principal stress due to combin�d stresses becomesS 
greatest, therefore 
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Fatigue Fractures of Hard Steel. 
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門上の COS（以＋上
dt 2 2 

． ．  

ダ咋 cos2叫＋ぷ cos2(wt-6) I =o (20) ］ From equations (19) and (20) we can calculate the 

value of a', when the ratio of叩 to,a (hence the 

value of(j）and the value of a are given. The 

calculated values of u.'are given in Table 10. As 

seen in the table, the value・ of u.'becomes larger 

as the ・ phase difference increases, when(J＝22.5 

degrees. On the contrary, when(j＝45 and 67.5 
degrees, the, value of u.'becomes smaller as the 

1,hase difference increases and finally it becomes 

zero at 0=90 d~grees. 

Comparing the measured angle u with the 

culculated angle,/ in Table 10, it is found that a 

and(J．’are generally in accordance with each other 

except in some 1;articular specimens. In hard steel, 

(J、 isin good accordance with u.'when the combined 

stresses are in phase, but it is ~omcwhat smaller 

rt1an u.'when the combined stresses are not in 

phase. ・ In mild steel,'"a is considerably smaller 

than u.'when the applied stress is large, but it be-

comes nearly equal to a'when the applied stress 

¥, ~
ヽ

，
 ー

＾

Fig. 21. 

Fatigue Fractures of Mild Steel. 
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Fig. 22. 

Fatigue Fractures of Cast Iron. 

becomes small. This is a general characteristic in 

carbon steel as mentioned in-the previous report. 

In cast iron, o. is in good accordance with o.'for 

all the specimens. 
Figs. 20, 2 I, and 22 ・ show the photographs. of 

broken specimens of hard steel, mild sfeel, and cast 
iro11, respective]y<8l. The specimens shown in these 

figures are those noted with the mark (*) in Table 
IO. 

Th~1s the fracture plane is approximately con→ 

sistent with the plane of the greatest maximi 

principal stress when the combined stresses are r 
in phase. So we.. can say that the'fatigue fractt 

of carbon sted. and cast iron is a,Jways caused 

the maximum principal stress due to combin 

stresses no matter whether the stresses are in ph, 

or not. 

(2) Fractures of duralumin. 

Fractures of <luralumin are qi:1ite different fn 

(8) In the photographs of l>roken specimens in this paper, the axis.of bending moment is ahvays in the plane oi paper. 
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those of steels.and cast iron. The angles of in-
clination of the fracture plane a were measured for 
broken specimens of duralumin and are summadzed 
in Table I I. 

Table 11. 
Inclination of Fracture Plane of Duralumin to Cross 
Section of Specimen at point of maximum stress. 

I Inclination of d:g.~悶:：ngle1三喜ミ
D-30 5 I o 

゜
-~ I,, 4 I,, (*) 

I o 
9, 3 ,9  

9, 2,  99 

.＇  

I ゜', 20.  2(＊） II.25 
22•5, 

--！, 
90. I,, 24 I o(*) I ・ o 

゜
2

I

6

 

I

I

I

 

，
 
，
 

45 
60 21 

29 

28(*) 

35 

5(＊） 

22.5 

72.5 

Comparing the measured angle a with tht:; 
calculated angle・ a.11 in Table I I, it is found that a 
is roughly in accordance with <J.11 except in the case 
of pure bending when the stresses are in phase. 
The result is similar as in duralumin D丑 4面 the

previous experiments. But when the phase dif-
ference is applied to combined _stresses, a becomes 
considerably smaller than a". Therefore we cannot 
say that the fatigue fracture of duralumin is always 
caused by the greatest maximum shear stress oue 
to combined stresses when the stresses; are. not in 
phase. Generally speaking, it can be recognized 
that j,n duralumin the fracture has. the inclination 
in the direction of ・the greatest maximum shear 
stress.. Here it must be noted that the number of 
repetitions applied to the specimens in this case is 
not greater than 1a7 which seems to be insufficient 
for the material such as duralumin. _ 

Fig. 23 shows the photographs of the ・ same 
broken specimens of duralumin which _are noted 
with the mar!< (*) in Table ・II. 

,, 15 I 2 

90 1,， I9 0(＊） Indeterminate 
≪.  

,, 22 I 35(*) 

~゜ ,, 17 I 37 
33.75 

67.5 
,, 23 I 32(*) 

四，， 8 28 1 45 

1 ,,  7,  I2 

99 IO I2‘ 

”― ,, 9 I 1;(*) 45 

.. 6 I 14 

It has been already made clear in the previous 
experiments that fatigue fracture of du_ralumin oc-
curs always in the direction of the maximum shear 
stress due to combined stresses in phase except in 
some specimens in pure bending.'vV e can suppose 
that. the fracture plane of duralumin shot1ld be con~ 
sistent with the plane of the greatest maximum 
shear stress when the combined stresses are not in 
phase. The angle of inclination a" of ・the plane of 
the greatest maximum shear stress to the cross 
section・ of the specimen is calculated and given also 
in Table_ I I. It is found that the angle _a" dee-
reases to o degree from I 1.25 degrees as the phase 
difference increases when 0=22.5 degrees, while it 

increases to 45 degrees from 33.75 degrees when 
8=67.5 degrees. When 8=45 degrees, it becomes 
constant, i.e. 22.5 degrees, independently of the 
applied phase・ difference. But when 8=45 degrees 
and 0=90 degrees, it becomes ・indeterminate. be-
cause the maximum shear stress due to combined 
stresses becomes constant at every instant. 

VII. Summary. 

(I) The authors have devised a new fatigue 
testing,machine which is capable of being applied 
to experiments under combined bending and tor-
sional stresses with an arbitrary phase difference. 
The new machine is constructed and used satis-

factorily in operation. 
(2) Experiments have been made with the 

new testing machine on four kinds of metals : hard 

steel, mild steel, cast iron, and dural血min. From 
the test results the effect of phase difference on_ th_e 
strength of those metals under combined alternating 
bending and torsion has.been made clear experi-
mentally. The fatigue limit generally increases as 
the applied phase difference increases. The rate of 
its increase due to the phase difference is greatest 
in cast iron and smallest in duralumin. 

(3) Comparing the test results wi~h the ci-i-
terion previously・ proposed by. the authors, it has 
been proved to be. very satisfactory ・ in application 
to test・ results.・ even when the stresses are not'in 
phase. The value of {3 in it seems to be indepen-
dent of phase difference for carbon steels. 

'(4) The fracture plane of carbon steel and 
cast iron is nearly_ consi$terit with the plane of the 
greatest maximum principal stress due to combined 

stresses no matter whether the stresses are in phase 
or not. 

VIII. Appendix. 

All the results of experiments can be repre-
sented very well by the authors'criterion. How-
ever, as can be seen in Fig. 14, when direct and 
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Fig. 23・

Fatigue Fractures of Duralumin. 

shear stresses are in phase, the results of experi-

ments for hard steel and duralumin are approxi-

mately in accord with the criterion of constant 

total strain energy, and those for mild steel and 

cast iron are approximately so with criterions of 

constant shear strain energy and constant maximum 
prjncipal sti-ess respectively. 

For reference's sake, let us consider theoreti-

cally the effect of phase difference according to the 

forlowing five criterions : i. e., criteriof!s of constant 

maximum shear'stress,.of constant shear. strain 

energy, of constant total strain energy, of constant 

maximum principal stress, and ~心nstant maximu 
principal strain. 

(1) 心iterionof constant ma、ri1nums力earstre: 

Applying this criterion to the case of fatigu 

it is considered that fatigue failure occurs when tl 

greatest value of th~ maximum shear stress induc( 
by combined repeated stresses reaches a defini 

value. Then from、equation(7) 

因 cos2wt+4叶cos2(wt-(う）］max=definite

=a;o or 4え (2
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Time t in this equation must be determined when greatest value. When J=90 degrees and; besides;・・ 
the value 0f the inside of the brackets becomes(1a=2てa,th~ maximum shear stress is ・ constant and 
maximum. Putting the expression obtained by take~ the greatest value at every instant. 
differentiating the inside・ of the brackets in equation 
(21) equal to zero, we obtain the following rela-
tion: 

(2) Criterion rf co1istant shear strain位 ergy.

\;~ sin wt cos wt+ 4合sin(cut-o) cos 

(cut-o)=o (22) 

Now let the time, when the inside of the brackets 
become~ maximum, be as follows : 

a_W 

・
グ
レ

―-
． t
 

(23) 

Substituting for t→ the value from equation (23), 
equation (21) and (22) becoine as follows: 

17! cos2 i3 + 4,! cos2 (1 -i)o＝社 (24) 

a! sin ii) cos沿ー4叶sin'(1-i)a 

cos (1 -i)o=O (25) 

Considering i as a parameter,,ve can calculate 
values of叩 and てafor an arbitrary value of a. 
Fig. 24 shows the results of calculation in a dia-
gram. As seen in t_his diagram, the curve repre-

senting the.relation between <Ya and'a is. an eU炉se

ーさ03|角‘// ／. ｀ I 為

0・2f ~ 
る

ヽ
ク
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Fig. 24. 
Effect of Phase Difference due to Criterion of 

Constant Maxi・mum Shear Stress. 

when炉 odegree. And this curve gradually swells 
out as the value of iJ increases. When iJ=90 
degrees. the curve becomes.two straight lines, 

horizontal and vertical. That is ヽ, whe_n iJ-=90 degrees 

and, besides, o-" > 2て"'themaximum shear stress 
induced by combined stresses takes the. greatest 

value at the instant wh~n the direct stress due to 
bending becomes maximum. ・ Therefore the fati豆ue
limit is equal to O"w and independent of the shear 

stres? applied. When iJ=90 degrees and o-aく 2ra,
the maximum shear stress induced by combined 
stresses takes the greatest value at the instant when 
. the shear stress due fo torsion becomes maximum. 

Therefore the fatigue limit is ・ equal to 
I 

2.  
0,u or T，り・

and independent of the direct stress applied. ・ The 
curves drawn with broken'line in Fig. 24 represent 
the time when _the maximum shear stress takes the 

According to this criterion, it is considered 
that fatigue failure occurs when the maximum value 
of shear strain energy induced by combined repeated 
stresses reaches a definite value. Then 

［吐cos2(I)t+3叶cos2（叫ーlJ)]max=definite

＝叩 or匹 (26)

Equation (26) differs from equation (21) only in th~ 
point that the coefficient of the second term in the 
brackets _of equation (26) is 3 instead of 4 in equa-
tion (21). Therefore we can calculate values of a,,, 
andてain the similar manner as in the preceding 
case. The results of calculation are shown in Fig. 
25, where the relations shown are quite analogous 
to those in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 25. 
Effect of Phase Difference due to Criteri~n of 

Constant Shear Strain Energy. 

(3) Criterion of constant total strazn energr. 

According to this criterion, it is considered that 
fatigtie failure occurs when the maximum value of 
total strain energy induced by combined. repeated 
stresses reaches a definite value. Then putting 
Poisson's constant as 10/3, the condition of fatigue 
failure is given with the equation 

. ［吐cos2(JJt+2.6叶cos2(wt_: iJ)]max ~ definite 

=at or 2.6r! (27) 

Equation (27) is analogous to equation (21) or (26), 
therefore we can calculate values of O"a'and Ta iri 
the similar manner as in the preceding cases. The 
results of calculation are shown in ・Fig. 26, where 
the relations -shown are quite analogous to those •in 
Figs. 24 and 2 5. 

(4) Criterion of ccnstant. m叫 19l1im炉 ・ncipal
stress. 

According to this criterion, the condition of 

fatigue failure is given by equation (6) as foliows: 
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Considering i as a parameter. we ・ can calculate 

values of (J<J andてafor an arbitrary value of i3. 
Fig. 27 shows the results of calculation in ・a dia-

gram. The curve is a parabola when iJ=o degree, 

and it gradually swells out as the value of i3 in-

creases. When rJ =90 degrees and, besides, (Ja > 
I 

ヤ 2て-;;,the curve becomes a vertical straight line, 
because the maximum principal stress induced ・ by 

combined stresses takes the greatest value at the 
instant when the direct stress due to bending be--

comes maximum; 

。
o • 5 
、,/a.

Fig. 26. 
Effect of Phase Difference due to Criterion of 

、 ConstantTotal Strain Energy. 
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［上(1acos (ot＋上叫os%ot＋己COS2((J)t-0)-lmax2..  2 

=definite=(1w or,，り (28)

Putting the expression ・ obtained ・ by differentiating 

the inside of the brack_ets in equation (28) equal to 

忍zero,we ・ obtain _ the following -relation : 

(1asinwパ吐 cbs心t+4合 cos2~

+(1：sin wt cos叫＋4合sin((l!t-a) cos (wt-a) 

=O (29) 

(23), Substituting for t the _ value from equation 

equations (28) and (29) become.as follows: 

.I 
- 9a cosi8+ 

I 

、2 2 

ダ咋 cos2沿＋4,~ cos2 (1-国＝叩，

'aa sin ilJ“点cos21a+4叶cos2(I -1)8 

+ a!sin沿 cos1a-4合sin(1 -i)lJ 

cos (1 -i)ふ＝0 ` 

(30) 

(5) 
strain. 

Putting P ・oisson's constant as・. rn/ 3 in ・ this 
criterion, the condition of fatigue failure is given 

by the equation 

[0.35心 COS叫＋0.65

✓吐 cos2 叫＋4迂 cos2 (lut-B)］max=definite. 

... =a,。'orI.3rw (32) 

Equation (32) is analogous to equation (28) and 
the equations differ only in values of coefficients. 
Therefore we can calculate'values of Ga and !"a in 
the・ similar manner as in the criterion of constant 

maximμm principal stress. The results of calcula-
tion are shown _ in Fig. 28. The relations shown 

in it are quite analogous to those in Fig. 27. In 

o・ 

O'7 

o•6 

(31) 
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Effect of Phase Difference due to Criterion of 
Constant Maximum Principal Strain. 
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this case the relation between ua andち isrepre-
sented by ・a vertical straight line, when 8=90 

degrees and, besides, びa> I.61てが

In the above, the effect due to phase difference 
'according to each criterion has been made. clear1 

the_oretically by calculation. Comparing these results 

of calcula.~ion with・ the results of the present ex-
periments,. it is ascertained that the fatigue limit 

du~ to those criterions is far greater than that due -

to experiments except the sr:;ecial cas.e・ for cast iron. 
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The reason. can be explaine1 · by the · following 
consideration. 

Let us, for example, consider the case of the 
criterion of constant total strain energy. Fig. ;29 
shows the appearance of variation of' direct stress 
due to bending a, shear stre;;s due to torsion ,, and 
total strain energy due to combined stresses U 
during ·one stress period, -when the maximum value 
of total strain energy is kept at a constant magni-
tude of _!_

E
a;,., (where E is modulus of elasticity). 

2 _, 

As can be seen in Fig. 29 (a), (b) and (c), the 
minimum value of total strain energy during one 
period becomes larger, as the phase difference o

increases. As an extreme case when 8=39 degrees 

·Fig. 29 ..
Appearance of Variation of Direct _Stress due to Be_pding 
d, Shear Stress due ·to Torsion r, and Total Str-ain Energy 
due to Combined Stresses U, when Maximum Value of 
Total Strain • Ene_rgy remains at Constant Magnitude of 
<1w2/2E. 

and, besides, 0=90 degree, total strain energy be� 
comes constant or takes the maximum value at 
every instant as shown in Fig. 29 (d). According 
to the criterion-, of constant total strain energy, the 
material has, the same resistance for fatigue in all 
the cases under the stress conditions shown in Fig. 
29, because the maximum values of total strain 
energy in those cases are of the _sarrfe magnitude. 
But examining the appearance of variation of total 
strain energy in Fig. 29, the reason is easily 
understood why the material is not so resistant to 
fatigue· as can be estimated from the criterion when 
phase difference exists. 

Thus it is not correct to consider that the 
maximum value of total strain energy is the only 
factor which causd the occurrence of fatigue failure, 
because · the appearances of. variation of total strain 
energy in those cases are very different from one 
another. In the opinion of the authors it is reason-
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able to regard that the sum of the maximum total 
strain energy due to bending and that due to 
torsion exerts also an influence upon the occurrence 
·of the fatigue failure. /As mentioned in the previous

report, the authors' criterion for the case with phase 
difference has been derived on the basis of this 
idea. 

The cost of this research has been defrayed from the Scientific Research Appropriation of the 
Department of Education. 
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